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Foreword
The marketplace was delivered on the 5th-7th of August 
2020  by International WaterCentre in partnership with  
Waterpreneurs, Switzerland. The “Innovate 4 Water” 
marketplace fostered interactions between global and  
local players from the private and public sectors and  civil 
society organisations to promote the creation of  
innovative financing and impactful solutions for the local  
ecosystem. Due to COVID19 restrictions the format of  
the Forum was hybrid (online and in-person).

This e-book contains information about the challenges,  
needs and solutions presented by 127 participants  
operating in water and water-dependent sectors in  
Australia, Asia and Asia Pacific.

“Innovate 4 Water” is a  
marketplace for sustainable  
development, which aims to  
accelerate innovation and  
investments at the water nexus  
in Australia and the Asia Pacific.
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1. Adaptation and mitigation to climate  change
2. Nature-based solutions
3. Innovative finance
4. From resilience to prosperity
5. Solutions for out-of-the-box context
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6. Exporting Australian innovation and expertise
7. Embracing the circular economy
8. Innovative finance
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12. Early-stage technologies
13. Off-grid and distributed solutions
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Fred Hooper is a Murrawarri man from the Murrawarri Nation situated  
between Bokhara and Warrego Rivers which straddles what is now known  as 
the QLD and NSW boarders in the Western part of NSW and  Southwest of 
QLD. He joined the Royal Australian Navy in 1979 at the age  of 17 and served 
six years on both surface ships and submarines. He left  the Navy in 1985 and 
worked in the Commonwealth Public Service. After  leaving the Public Service 
worked in a number of First Nations organisation.  He was responsible for the 
Murrawarri Nation declaring their continued  Independence from the Crown of 
Great Britain.

He is the Chair of the Murrawarri Peoples Council and the Northern Basin  
Aboriginal Nations who represents 22 Sovereign First Nations of the  Northern 
Murray Darling Basin. He has worked tirelessly over the past 10  years to secure 
Water Rights for First Nations and their peoples in the  Northern Murray 
Darling Basin

Acknowledgement to  
Country
Fred Hooper, Chairperson of  
Northern Basin Aboriginal  
Nations
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GOLD SPONSORS
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BRONZE SPONSORS
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About the participants
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Gender Balance in the
marketplace
While the intention of the "Innovate 4 
Water"  marketplace organisers and 
partners was to  achieve balanced gender 
representation among  presenters and 
participants, the results show that  there is 
still room for improvement.
Future "Innovate 4 Water" events will be 
more  active in ensuring that diversity of 
presenters is a  key prerequisite in the 
identification and selection  process.

Speaking to disabilities, and our role in  
increasing social inclusion, future events will 
also  aim to provide alternatives to hearing 
and sight  disabilities, especially as the use 
of digital-virtual  event platforms are 
becoming more common.
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Introduction and 
keynote address

• Mark Pascoe, CEO - International 
WaterCentre

• Dr Sarah Pearson, Deputy Director-General,  
Innovation - Department of State 
Development,  Tourism and Innovation

• Leanne Kemp, Queensland Chief 
Entrepreneur,  CEO – Everledger

• Kirsty Bundfield, Assistant Secretary –
National  Water Policy Branch, Australian 
Government  Department of Agriculture, 
Water and the  Environment
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1. Adaptation and mitigation 
to climate change
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Needs addressed
Why consider weather and climate information?
To reduce climate-related risk.
Climate-related risk might be further-reaching that 
you think. Consider scenarios, thresholds, external 
factors.
Bureau of Meteorology, CSIRO, State Depts 
can help  inform you on your climate risk.

Ask from the audience
Would you like to incorporate
climate  information in your 
planning?

Dr. Pandora Hope  
Bureau of Meteorology

Senior Climate Scientist  
pandora.hope@bom.gov.au

CLIMATE VARIABILITY AND CHANGE
Solutions provided
The Bureau of Meteorology provides past information to:
• Characterise your current climate risk exposure.
• Inform your near-future projected risk.  

Weather and seasonal forecasts inform:
• Operational and tactical decisions for operation /management

Bureau of Met, with CSIRO and others inform:
• strategic decisions, based on future climate risks

nespclimate.com.au, IPCC, BoM website,  
www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au States: e.g. VicWaCI

mailto:pandora.hope@bom.gov.au
http://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h37XCAoJX7E


Needaddressed

Impacts of Black Summer fires are  
not just about trees and wildlife,  
aquatic ecosystems also significantly  
impacted

Ask from theaudience
•Support for research on impacts of  

bushfires on aquatic systems and  
innovations to reduce theseimpacts

Darren Grover, Head – Healthy Land and Seascapes, WWF-Australia  
Email: dgrover@wwf.org.au

BLACK SUMMER AND THE IMPACTS ON AQUATIC SYSTEMS AND WATER 
QUALITY Solution provided

Understanding the impact on  
aquatic biodiversity, water
quality,  and water supplies for 
rural  communities

mailto:dgrover@wwf.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYKGm2_UbwI


Needs addressed
Do a self-assessment of your river/s,  
work with us to develop your  
Resilience Report Card and River  
Resilience Strategy

Ask from theaudience
Do you have a River Resilience Strategy?

Dr. Eva Abal, International RiverFoundation, eva@riverfoundation.org.au

RIVERS FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
Solution provided
A global platform to assess River  
Resilience and share knowledge to  
develop your River Resilience  Strategy 
(The Resilient Rivers Blueprint)

mailto:eva@riverfoundation.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FUcbWcuiT0


Needs addressed
• Multiple water information services are 

available  across many organisations, which 
is confusing for  users.

• There is no national consistency, and 
methods for  assessing impacts on water 
resources vary  considerably.

• National climate services to not extend to 
water  impacts sufficiently

Ask from the audience
•What decisions do you make that 

would  benefit from forecast or 
projected  hydrologic information?

Vjeko Matic, Bureau of Meteorology, Senior Hydrologist,vjekoslav.matic@bom.gov.au

AUSTRALIAN WATER RESOURCE ASSESSMENT LANDSCAPE
Solution provided
A nationally consistent, seamless water 
information  service, that:
>Includes historical, forecast and projections
>One web interface
>One landscape model
>Common verification datasets

mailto:vjekoslav.matic@bom.gov.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wiExHtb-L0


Needs addressed

Sustainable socioeconomic 
and  ecological solutions as 
core drivers  of climate change 
direct action

Ask from the audience
• $20AUD million over 5 years for product development 

and rollout of applications
• Well structured finance, business, industry and 

academic development partners

Florijan Silic, Emission Logistics Pty Ltd , Director, florijan@sprs.com.au

SUSTAINABLE POLLUTION REDUCTION SYSTEMS
Solutions provided
• Sustainable reduction and containment of 

air pollution on any scale
• Sustainable containment of greenhouse gases
• Sustainable tools for climate change adaptation
• Zero waste solution and clean water
• Creation of usable products
• Large employment base

LOGO of the
organisation

mailto:florijan@sprs.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svBWoCFQ2uQ


IN COLLABORATION 
WITH

SYSTEM INNOVATION AS A SERVICE
Needs addressed
Innovation-as-usual
• Siloed and fragmented activities will not 

get us to a 1.5°C world.
• We need rapid, far-reaching and  

unprecedented changes in all aspects of 
our  society and economy.

Solutions provided
System innovation as a Service
• Transformational portfolios of connected

innovation projects that learn from each other.
• System thinking with a wide appreciation 

of  change levers.

Ask from the audience

• We are looking for problem owners and funders who  
want to co-create systemic portfolios of connected  
innovations that transform our world.

Will Soutar, Climate-KIC Australia, Director, will.soutar@climate-kic.org.au

mailto:will.soutar@climate-kic.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69YcnxnSAN4


2. Nature-based solutions
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Needs addressed
Addressing societal challenges -
climate change; biodiversity loss;  
water management; coastal  
resilience, flooding and erosion; air,  
water, soil pollution; public health;  
urbanisation; job opportunities; etc.

Ask from the audience
•How do we make green the new grey?

Gregg Brill, Pacific Institute, Senior Researcher, GBrill@pacinst.org

NATURE-BASEDSOLUTIONS
Solutionsprovided
• NBS work with nature rather  

than against it
• Investments in NBS can be  

cheaper (capex + opex)
• Multiple benefits delivered over  

space and time

mailto:GBrill@pacinst.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeGcC5Qon6U


Need addressed
• Investments in catchment flood  

protection, erosion control and  
nutrient attenuation can be 
poorly  targeted, leading to poor
outcomes  and lack of confidence

Question
Why is this tool different to othermodels 
that could be used to run scenarios for 
catchment  rehabilitation?

David Hamilton, Griffith University, Professor,  
david.p.Hamilton@griffith.edu.au

BUILDING CATCHMENT RESILIENCE
Solution provided
• A multi-objective investment tool to 

visualise scenarios of green  
infrastructure investment for  
supporting catchment rehabilitation

mailto:david.p.Hamilton@griffith.edu.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RK90DbscauI


GHDAdvisory SEQ environmental market

ENVIRONMENTAL MARKETS - SEQ NUTRIENT TRADING SCHEME

Aurecon RW&A CRCWSC VoldersAdvisory

Needs addressed:
• declining waterway health, time is of the essence

• resources allocated to fix causes is limited

• growing communities and climate variability

• increasing expenditure on fixing symptoms

• Diminishing returns of BAU approaches

The solution is to create:
• a cap and trade market

• tradeable nutrient (C, N, P) credits

• a trading platform for investors and beneficiaries

• integrated bankable value

• a shift from reactive compliance to resilience

How can we kick-start a 
sustainable, resilient economy?

Abel Immaraj, Aurecon, Director - Environment and Planning, Abel.Immaraj@aurecongroup.com
Jack O’Brien, GHD, Advisor – Regulation and Access, Jack.OBrien@ghd.com

mailto:Abel.Immaraj@aurecongroup.com
mailto:Jack.OBrien@ghd.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-zNt9jrqGU


Needaddressed
Pathogenic risk to waterconsumers  
from inappropriate land use near  
water storages

Ask from theaudience
•How is my investment protected?

Dr Adrian Volders Chair QTFNadrian@qtfn.org.au

WATER SUPPLY CATCHMENTS REVOLVING FUND INITIATIVE
Solutionsprovided
A revolving land fund that 
purchases  land thencreates new 
value streams  through carbon and 
biodiversity  assets then resells land 
andreinvests

Portrait picture
of

the speaker

mailto:adrian@qtfn.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7oZL6vz6Rk


Nutrient pollution management
and  water treatment through  
enhancement of ecological systems
– A biological solution to a 
biological  problem.

We are looking to receive support and funding to  
provide independent, peer-reviewed research to  
demonstrate our technology is an environmentally  
sustainable and beneficial way to managenitrogen  
and phosphorus pollution (DIN)

Dr Simon Tannock, AlgaEnviro, Director, simon@algaenviro.com.au

DIATOMIX from AlgaEnviro
Our product, Diatomix, is a ‘drop-
in’  solution to reduce Dissolved  
Inorganic Nutrients (DIN) in  
waterbodies, water storages, and  
wastewater treatment systems.
There are multiple benefits
with  improved water quality.

mailto:simon@algaenviro.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLo_lc4dui4


Need(s) addressed
Rice is grown on every continent on  
earth, except Antarctica.
There is a need for whole rice  
sustainable farming systems.

Ask from theaudience
•We need the world to know

the  Australian rice story

Neil Bull, RGA, Environment Manager, nbull@rga.org.au

SOCIAL LICENCE FOR AUSTRALIAN RICE GROWING
Solutionsprovided
• 50% less than the world

ave/ton  rice
• Surrogate wetland habitats
• Food security
• Community wealth and

wellbeing

mailto:nbull@rga.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8tJBgoN5vk


Challenge: HinzeDamChallenge: 
Hinze Dam

Waterpreneurs

Environmental Flows

~ 7M Litres/Day of Water is released  
from the Hinze Dam, to maintain  
environmental flows in the catchment

• Can we replace raw water with  
Recycled water (IPR) sourced from  
the Merrimac Sewage Treatment  
Plant (STP)?



3. Innovative finance
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THE FUTURE WE WANT:
The role of innovation and finance in  
driving new solutions and impact at scale

“Innovate 4Water”

Rosemary Addis AM
August 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4_1KtA6enU


Needsaddressed
There is at least a $2.5 trillion annual financing gap to achieve the  
SDGs over the next decade – latest estimates suggest up to $4tngap

The Addis Ababa Action Agenda identifies the importance of the  
private sector in developing and developed countries to achieve 
the  SDGs, with commercial finance in developed countries 
critically  important to finance development in developing
countries

Between 2012 and 2015 blended finance transactions have  
mobilised USD 51.2 billion towards sustainable
development

Ask from theaudience
• Where can emerging technologies add value in blended

financing?
• How can we target blended finance in differentcontexts 

and  geographies?

Peter Vanderwal, Founder, peter@stratigos.com

LEVERAGING PRIVATE MARKETS FOR PUBLIC GOOD
Solution provided
Peter founded Stratigos LLC, a UAE-based firm committed to  
bringing new approaches and non-traditional partners to 
Agenda  2030, in January 2018 with:
• 20 years’ experience designing and leading large-scale

development programs in developing and emerging 
economies  in Central and Eastern Europe, Sub-Saharan Africa, 
South and  South East Asia and the SouthPacific.

• developing and implementing innovative financing structures for
the past 10 years and brings globally-recognised expertise in
pioneering the design and launching of funding
mechanisms using blended finance strategies and frontier
technologies.

mailto:peter@stratigos.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igxIGZgxGd8


Needsaddressed
• SMEs face gaps in access to finance under normal  

conditions, and disrupted operations due to 
COVID  present further challenges

• Just as they are critical to economies in normal times,  
they will be critical to the COVID response and  
economic recovery

• WSMEs make up over half this financinggap
• WSMEs have been disproportionately affected but 

the  crisis

Ask from the audience
• If you are a potential investee fund, or investee  

business, please contact the investment manager  
sarona@saronafund.com

Kristy Graham, DFAT, Director – Private Finance for Development, kristy.graham@dfat.gov.au

EMERGING MARKETS IMPACT INVESTMENT FUND
Solutionsprovided
• EMIIF is providing much needed

investment  capital to SMEfunds
• EMIIF will invest with a gender lens, closingthe  

gap between WSMEs and SMEsand
• EMIIF will play a catalytic role in leveragingfurther

capital from the privatesector

mailto:sarona@saronafund.com
mailto:kristy.graham@dfat.gov.au


Needs addressed
Traditional development aid from public and philanthropic sources is  just not 
enough to realize the United Nations Sustainable  Development Goals (SDGs) 
which face an annual $2.5 trillion funding gap.

Blended finance can disrupt traditional development finance by  attracting 
private sector funds to developing countries in volumes  never before seen.

The money's there, $2.5 trillion represents less than 1% of global  finance 
markets.

Blended finance has already mobilized over $140 billion.

Ask from the audience
• Looking for partnership and membership opportunities: private investors looking to diversify their portfolios,  businesses seeking 

capital, as well as public agencies and philanthropic foundations looking to make their funds go  further.

AakifMerchant, Manager,  
Convergence BlendedFinance

CONVERGENCE BLENDING GLOBAL FINANCE
Solution provided
WHAT CONVERGENCE OFFERS:

• DEAL FLOW & NETWORKING -Online deal & investor  
matchmaking platform and in-person member convenings

• LEARNING & CAPACITY BUILDING -Trainings to advance
blended finance knowledge

• A GLOBAL NETWORK -206+ public, private & philanthropic  
member institutions

• DATA & INTELLIGENCE -Original blended finance knowledge
and analysis

• MARKET ACCELERATION -Grants for the design of innovative  
blended vehicles

General inquiries:  
Membership:  
Design Funding:  
Training:  Website:

comms@convergence.finance 
support@convergence.finance 
design.funding@convergence.finance 
training@convergence.finance 
www.convergence.finance

mailto:comms@convergence.finance
mailto:support@convergence.finance
mailto:design.funding@convergence.finance
mailto:training@convergence.finance
http://www.convergence.finance/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyzNqOrbtq8


Aida Karazhanova, EconomicAffairsOfficerat UN Economicand Social  Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific

Needs addressed
In Thailand,

• Farmers lack ability to access to markets, government  
grants, loans

• Governments cannot reach SMEs and farmers in need
• Broken linkages “Farm to Table”
• Unemployment and poverty during COVID-19 pandemic
• Water resources are unaccounted: polluted, too 

much/little  water

Solution provided
A digital transfer platform to access financial resources  
(banking, impact investing funds, other) services and data as  
"Convenient and trustworthy as topping up a phone at a
7/11”

Expected Impact:
• Economic recovery (balance demand/supply)
• Effective “Farm to Table” practice
• Self-sustainable e-commerce & digital access to markets
• Scale up innovation & technology through more 

efficient  medium:

FinTech with DeFi, real data management via blockchain

Ask from the audience
Partners to outline the business case, Investors to fund development of theplatform

INCLUSIVE DIGITAL ECONOMY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7jiKucyF3U


Needs addressed
Improve health outcomes and  
create jobs for women in informal  
settlements who are often excluded  
from the workforce

Ask from the audience
• Is there any interest in joining local Fijian  

impact investors who have already committed  
to establish the social enterprise?

Sandy Blackburn, ManagingDirector, Social Outcomes, sandy@socialoutcomes.com.au Luke 
Terry, CEO, WhiteboxEnterprises, luke@whiteboxenterprises.com.au

VINAKA ENTERPRISES, FIJI
Solutions provided
Commercial barrier laundry plus  
distribute portable water treatment  
units and enable local  
manufacturing and distribution of  
biodigesters

mailto:sandy@socialoutcomes.com.au
mailto:luke@whiteboxenterprises.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re_Yd4rMR6I


Needs addressed
› Globally, 2.2 billion people do not have safely  

managed drinking water
› Businesses across the water access value chain lack  

well-suited funding to scale in size.
› Only 7% of the USD 239 billion impact assets under

managementas reportedby theGIINareallocated to
theWASHsector.

Ask to the audience
• What funding and technical assistance needs to East  

Asia Pacific water businesses have?
• What funders are interested in joining forces?

Dina Pons, Incofin IM, Co-Regional Director for Asia and Impact Manager

INCOFIN INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT Solutions provided

› Provide equity and quasi equity (EUR 3-5m)
› Invest in water kiosks, water technology companies  

and piped infrastructure businesses
› Focus on Asia and Africa
› Complement investment with grant-funded  technical 

assistance projects and support at board  level.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1Gk9J6o1pU


Needs addressed
Major fallout from COVID-19 in SoutheastAsia:

• ADB Outlook 2020: GDP growth in SE Asia to
drop to 1% in 2020

• Economic Losses estimatedat between $1.7  
trillion to $2.5 trillion in Asia-Pacific

• About 109-167 million jobs could be lost in Asia

Ask from the audience
• Facility requires co-financing partners, knowledge partners and private sectorpartner
• It also requires projects to be: “Green”…per the ACGF Green Framework,  

“Bankable”…ACGF team will help structure, have a roadmap for private capital  
flows…ACGF team will help structure, have a sovereign guarantee for ACGF funds

AnoujMehta, Unit Head ACGF

ASEAN CATALYTIC GREEN FINANCE FACILITY (ACGF)
Solution provided
The platformfor a green post-COVID-19 recoveryfor the ASEAN  
Region:
• A Green Infrastructure drivenrecoveryprogram iscriticalto

attractglobal pools of commercial and privatecapital for  investmentin 
the ASEAN region, muchneededfor: job creation,  protectthe scarce
naturalresources, mitigateclimatechange  impacts and preventfuture 
pandemics, supplementing GovernmentFunds

• RequiresDe-riskingor Blendingof Funds …those withmore
(public) and less(private) riskappetites

• ACGF Funds Aimto Leverageeach$1 of public fundsto attract at 
least $3 of commercial fundsto projects

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plqdcxrOsUE


Need addressed

There is a significant gap in
availability of Capital for “impact”
businesses in emerging markets.

Ask from the audience
•Lets chat if you are an Entrepreneur  

solving a ‘BIG’ problem and are looking  
for Capital to Scale!

Sushma Kaushik, Aavishkaar Capital, Partner,  
Sushma@aavishkaar.in

A PURPOSE-BUILT APPROACH TO SCALING BUSINESSES FOR IMPACT
Solution provided

Aavishkaar Capital- A purpose-
built  approach to investing and 
scaling  businesses for Impact

mailto:Sushma@aavishkaar.in
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7byiEIdjoyE


Need Addressed:Facilitate access of  
clean water and sanitation to poor  
families in emerging markets.

Ask from the audience
• In your view, has Covid19 enhanced or  

reduced the importance of clean water and  
sanitation especially for families living low in  
the economic pyramid?

Ashish Shukla, Regional Director, WaterEquity
ashukla@waterequity.org

DELIVERING FINANCIAL RETURNS WHILE SOLVING SOCIAL CHALLENGES
Solutions Provided: WaterEquity raises
and deploys capital to financial
institutions and water & sanitation
SMEs. Financing to FIs helps to scale
their water & sanitation portfolios,  
while SMEs benefit from much-
needed capital for growth and impact.

mailto:ashukla@waterequity.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0f_TkWkRxQ4


Need addressed
Increasing intentional investments
in women’s SMEs to address access  
to finance for women entrepreneurs  
in South East Asia.

INVESTING IN WOMEN
Solution provided
Blended finance intervention 
and  industry advocacy to 
catalyze gender lens investment
ecosystem in the region.

Ask from the audience
Moving Capital with a  
Gender Lens

Prachi Maheshwari,
Impact Investing Advisor, Investing in Women
Email: prachi.maheshwari@investinginwomen.asia

mailto:prachi.maheshwari@investinginwomen.asia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq9muw6XoUM


Needs addressed
Sustainable economic development and  
poverty eradication

Askfromthe audience
• Broadening network of fundingpartners for  SEAF’s

women’s economic empowerment investment
South East Asian and Bangladesh  investment
programs

Jennifer Buckley, SEAF, Senior Managing Director,
jbuckley@seaf.com

SEAF’S GENDER LENS INVESTING JOURNEY

Solutions provided
Investment strategy focused on driving
women’s economic empowerment and  
improving genderequality

mailto:jbuckley@seaf.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Urr5au72oXM


Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) is  
one of the most effective tools for  
coral reef management. Impact
Investors have a clear need for  
projects in marine conservation,
with tangible business models.

US$12M blended blue finance facility
50% already committed with anchor  
impact investor

Nicolas Pascal, Blue finance, npascal@blue-finance.org

IMPACT INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS FOR MARINE BIODIVERSITY, FOOD SECURITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE

We have developed several impact
investment solutions for the  
effective management and
sustainable financing of MPAs.
We seek to upscale the approach to  
other 5 MPAs globally by 2022.

4
1

mailto:npascal@blue-finance.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebKi820w7rk


Blended Finance PanelSession
Dina Pons
Partner, Regional Director East Asia,  
Impact Manager at Incofin IM

Peter Vanderwal  
Innovative finance expert,
Sustainable development  
professional. Entre&intrapreneur

Nicolas Pascal
Director at Bluefinance

Rosemary Addis, AM
Global leadership in impact
and  innovation

Aakif Merchant
Manager, Toronto  
Convergence Blended Finance

Anouj Mehta
Innovative & Green Finance Hub&  
ASEAN Catalytic Green Finance  
Facility, South East Asia, ADB

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJf1BCgdMZU


4. From resilience to  
prosperity

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Need addressed
There is an annual gap of USD 140 billion  
needed to achieve SDG 6 – Clean Water and  
Sanitation.
Donors/multilateral organisations and banks,  
philanthropists, governments provide  
funding, but it is not enough.

Ask from the audience
• In assessing your risk when deciding where to  invest, 

what kind of information can we provide that  would 
assist you making a positive decision?

Gerard Cheong, Assistant Director, Water Section, DFAT, Gerard.Cheong@dfat.gov.au 
Dr Alison Baker, Water for Women Fund, Fund Manager, alison.baker@ghd.com

FROM RESILIENCE TO PROSPERITY
Solution provided
Donor programs that work with partners  
such as local and international NGOs and  
country governments, strengthen sytsems  
and create an enabling environment to  
reduce risk to investors

mailto:Gerard.Cheong@dfat.gov.au
mailto:alison.baker@ghd.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qn4pGkc5v6U


Need addressed
In India, 2/3rd of 900 million people live in  
villages and any development must focus on  
the socio-economic well-being of this  
section. SLF, a not-for-profit, was created  
with the vision of accelerating sustainable  
livelihoods in rural India.

Ask from the audience
To reach a scale of 150+ centres in 5 years, we require  
debt funding of $2.7 million to cover operating costs  
and technical assistance support of $0.5 million to  
cover consultancy costs.

Mr. Nitin Unni, Strategic Advisor, SustaLife Foundation (SLF)  
Email: nitin.unni@eramscientific.com

ONE-STOP SHOP FOR SDG-ALIGNED PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND SKILLS IN INDIA

Solution provided
SLF, along with their partner RTI, has  
innovated a one-stop shop, the Sustainable  
Development Center (SDC) which provides  
technology-enabled, SDG-aligned 
products,  services & skill enhancement to 
develop a  sustainable way of living at the 
grassroots  level in rural India

mailto:nitin.unni@eramscientific.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyzDt8a6l2M


Needs addressed
As a WASH sector, we need more and  
smarter money if we hope to achieve SDG 6  
by 2030. This is especially true in the  sanitation 
space, which is characterized by  outdated 
models and underinvestment by  government, 
the private sector, and civil  society.

Ask from the audience
Consider how DIBs and other outcomes-based  
financing models might be transformative for  
achieving WASH objectives in your own portfolio.

Greg Lestikow, iDE, Global WASH Director, glestikow@ideglobal.org
Gabriela de Oliveira, Social Finance, Senior Analyst, gabriela.deoliveira@socialfinance.org.uk

CAMBODIA SANITATION DEVELOPMENT 
BONDSolution provided

The Cambodia Rural Sanitation 
Development Impact  Bond (CRS-DIB), the 
world’s first WASH DIB, is an  innovative, 
outcomes-based financing mechanism that  
aims to eradicate the high rates of open 
defecation in  the country. Ultimately, the DIB 
will serve as a  template for attracting new 
resources to solve critical  WASH problems.

mailto:glestikow@ideglobal.org
mailto:gabriela.deoliveira@socialfinance.org.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLRakQ57D1Q


The Opportunity in Bangladesh

The Plan:Need:

The Bangladesh Sanitation DIB

Investor for co-creating the DIB with iDE and outcome buyer  
partners

Sameer Karki
Assistant Program Director, iDE Bangladesh,  
skarki@ideglobal.org

16 million
families in rural Bangladesh are  
without safely managed sanitation

Nationally scale our systems  
approach to increase access to  
high-quality, improved sanitation 
in  Bangladesh

Seeking for:

mailto:skarki@ideglobal.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZToq4J2LOY


Needs addressed
1. Resource gap to meet SDG 6
2. Overcome challenges that deter  
private sector engagement to 
meet  resource gap.

Ask from the audience
•Can we achieve SDG without WASH 

Hub  kind of initiative ?

Nutan Zarapkar, Director – WASH: RTI Global India Pvt Ltd;  
nzarapkar@rti.org

WASH HUB MARKET ENABLING PLATFORM
Solution provided
The WASH  Hub is a facilitator, that  
works in tandem with demand and  
supply side stakeholders, including  
market influencers, to create an  
enabling market ecosystem for Private  
Sector Engagement

LOGO of the
organisation

Portrait picture
of

the speaker

mailto:nzarapkar@rti.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nf7PHAu2IWw


The Opportunity in Bangladesh

The Plan:Need:

Polyxand Plastic Cambodia

Early-stage grant and/or equity investment

Michel DAUGUET
WASH Program Director, iDE Cambodia  
mdauguet@ideglobal.org

Without any recycling industry,  
Cambodia is getting trapped under 
its  own plastic waste, polluting its  
waterways and coastlines

Turning plastic waste into  
competitive roof tiles for the local  
booming construction and rural  
home improvement market

Seeking for:

mailto:mdauguet@ideglobal.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0COAd8WVV9U


Ask from theaudience
•$2m blended finance
•Partnerships to expand

distribution coverage

Rumat Ashraf
HappyTapBangladeshGeneral
Manager, rumat@happytap.net

● 3 billion people don’t have a placeto
wash their hands

● Preventing COVID-19  
requires immediate action

HappyTap isa low-cost, 
durable, portable handwashingdevice that 

ships compactly and can be set up in
minutes, virtuallyanywhere.

Handwashing anytime, anywhere

mailto:rumat@happytap.net
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6o2kD8Sk7uk


The Opportunity
An opportunity for an aggregator and investor to co-establish a  
women-led producer co-op in RISE communities to grow and  initially 
sell the required plants back to the RISE Project.
There may be other plants (including flowers or comestibles) that  
communities may choose as their primary product although we  anticipate 
that forthcoming upscaling of nature-based  infrastructure will see the 
demands for wetland plants grow.
The annual revenue from the sale of plants is estimated to be  between 
70% and 90% depending on the price of wetland plants.

TheNeed
An investor and aggregator to leverage the vast social and  physical 
resources in Makassar and Suva established by the RISE  Program to 
establish micro-horticultural enterprises to promote  ongoing prosperity, 
resilience and stability in the 24 informal  settlements.
The RISE nature-based infrastructure relies on plants to perform  the 
biochemical filtering of wastewater through constructed  wetlands or bio-
filters. These plants can be found locally but are  often expensive and 
difficult to source.

The Request
Entrepreneur to (i) establish the value chain and link community-based production of high value  horticultural 
products and (ii) invest AUD$540,900 to deliver the following two objectives of this  initiative:
1. Co-design and delivery of capacity-building training to develop women’s leadership, financial

literacy, business planning, management and horticultural skills [Budget ~AUD$213,300]
2. Support the establishment of women-led horticultural enterprise co-ops in their settlements  [Budget ~ 

AUD$327,600]

Professor Tony Wong
Cooperative Research Centre for Water Sensitive Cities & Monash University
tony.wong@monash.edu

CAPACITY BUILDING AND ESTABLISHMENT OF  WOMEN-LED SMALL SCALE HORTICULTURE CO-OPS

mailto:tony.wong@monash.edu
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HnGvKWSVLqM


The Need
Central Lombok Regency aims to be a world class  tourism 
destination. However its readiness in terms of  water 
provision is questionable. The city faces a poor  water 
management system, caused by ongoing water  problems, 
increased water demand. There is a need  for knowledge, 
skills and expertise to implement an  advance, sustainable 
and resilient water management.

The Solution
Increase Government’s knowledge and expertise on 
integrated  water management. The IWM approach 
provides an  environment for stakeholders with different 
interests to  collaborate and demonstrates environmental 
and health  improvements.

The Ask
• Overseas organisations’ expertise to transfer knowledge on Integrated  

Water Management (IWM) best practices to advocate government of  
Central Lombok Regency to establish a more sustainable and resilient  water 
management.

• Grant of AUD$450,000 from Donor or aid funding organisations with  their 
overseas experts.

Baiq Citra Dewi Widyantari, ST.,MIWM
Housing and Settlement Office, Government of Central Lombok Regency, Indonesia
citra_bq@yahoo.co.id

ADVANCING WATER MANAGEMENT 
IN  CENTRAL LOMBOK REGENCY, INDONESIA

mailto:citra_bq@yahoo.co.id
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkW_145cepQ


5. Solutions for out-of-the-
box context

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Challenge: South  
Stradbroke Island
Offshore small based community
difficult  and expensive to provide 
water & waste  services. Shallow Aquifer, 
Septic Tanks  and Landfill leachate causing  
contamination

• Looking for supply, install,operate and
maintenance off-grid servicemodel



Needsaddressed
We need to overcome the bias  
against Composting Toilets
through  demonstration and 
independant  assessment.

To do this, we are seeking $5 million for a  
combined grant, seed and micro-finance  

circular economy project.

Peter Vollert, Ecoflo Wastewater Management, peter@ecoflo.com.au, 07 38896144

COMPOSTING TOILETS
Solutionsprovided
We aim to deliver a circular  
economy partnership between:
• Ecoflo
• Local communities
• Government of ManusProvince
• Mulit- and Bi-lateraldonors

Ecoflo Wastewater Mangement

mailto:peter@ecoflo.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUqA9nhZEBM


CHALLENGE:
Remote and regional communities  
challenged by access to power and  
centralised infrastructure, reliant on  
sub-optimal tank and bore water  and 
often single-use plastic bottled  water.

Ask from the audience
Funding for decentralised, fitness-for-
purpose drinking water solutions.

Kristen Roy, Zero Mass Water, Country Director Australia,  
kristen@zeromasswater.com

HYDROPANEL DISPENSERS
SOLUTION:
Decentralised, innovative solution 
in  SOURCE Hydropanels.
100% off-grid, renewable 
water  arrays for remote and 
regional  communities.

mailto:kristen@zeromasswater.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEJzuJLj9ac


Needsaddressed
• Toilet cabin, waste treatment
• Hassle-free operations
• Raise awareness for sustainable  

business models in sanitation  
sector

Ask from theaudience
•Growth capital
•Partners for International Expansion

Sanjay Banka, Chairman, Banka BioLoo
sanjay.banka@bankabio.com

BANKA BioLoo
Solutionsprovided
• Durable RCC   toilet structures
• Onsite fecal waste

treatment
• No botheration of OpEx

mailto:sanjay.banka@bankabio.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQCPWwnYsXk


POTABLE WATER PURIFIER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhsPkvPWYDM


➢ The ZerhoWaterless Toilet addresses the need for  
safe, sealed, sustainable and cost-effective  off-
grid dry sanitation

➢ Provides human dignity and improved hygiene
➢Conserves and protects water resources andthe

environment

➢ The product uses only Solar Heat and Airflow in  
the desiccation process

Janice Whitehead |  Zerho Waste Management (Pty) Ltd | janice@zerho.co.za

LOGO of the
organisation

➢ The Zerho toilet directly addresses Social issues  
impacted by water supply- and sanitation  
challenges.

➢ Sanitation backlog is a huge challenge and  
conventional technologies are often not suited to  
the conditions.

➢ There is a need to think beyond sewers as the “gold”
solution to providing basic access to sanitation.

INTRODUCTION TO  THE  ZERHO WATERLESS  TOILET - PRODUCT OF SOUTH AFRICA

Zerho Pty offers the Zerho Toilet product under
Licence; with a Royalty/Licence fee per unit for
an agreed-upon period.

We wishto engage with interested
organisations to this end.

mailto:janice@zerho.co.za
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEgz6hxPgk4


Need addressed

How to sustainably collect, transport  
and treat sewage in a manner that  
people with limited technical
expertise  and finances canbenefit?

Ask from theaudience
Help me first via CSRGrants fund projects in difficult conditions  
thereby allowing critical price and data collection thatcan be 
used  for larger Blended Financeprojects.

Sanjay Deshpande, Executive Director
Clearford India Pvt. Ltd.
+91 9960645684
sdeshpande@clearford.com

SUSTAINABLE WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT

Solution provided

The Clearford One has been successfully  
installed and operated in a wide range  
of settings in India includingvillages.
Skill sets required and O&M costsare
minimal.

mailto:sdeshpande@clearford.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vUoY9ouew4


Need addressed
Affordable, safe germ-free drinking  
water for the 3 billion who can’t  
afford the appliance-based solutions  
of the middle class.

We are raising $600k
And looking for national scale 
FMCG  distributor partners.

Mitra Ardron, Folia Water, board member, mitra@mitra.biz

AFFORDABLE WATER FILTER
Solution provided
• Silver treated paper filter
• Manufactured on existing paper  

machines
• Sold through retail fast-moving  

consumer-goods supply chains
• Retail price $0.01/liter

mailto:mitra@mitra.biz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kr9yhJPwudc


6. Exporting Australian  
innovation and expertise

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



63 waterpartnership.org.au

The AWP is an Australian  international 
cooperation initiative  helping 
developing countries in the  Indo-
Pacific region, to achieve  sustainable 
water resources  management.

Through trusted partnerships, 
AWP  mobilises Australian water 
sector  expertise to address 
requests for  assistance from 
country partners to  improve their 
water resources  management.

If you are an Australian business with water  
expertise, consider becoming an AWP
Partner. The Australian Water Partnership is

supported by the Australian
https://waterpartnership.org.au/become-a-partner/ Government and managed by eWater

Ltd.

Marian Neal, AWP, Partnerships & Knowledge Manager,
marian.neal@waterpartnership.org.au

Australian Water Partnership (AWP)

https://waterpartnership.org.au/become-a-partner/
mailto:marian.neal@waterpartnership.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=417d-MCWrQQ


Needsaddressed
Innovation is needed to deliver universal access, improve service  
delivery efficiency, and address water security:
• running systems remotely, water leakage detection, efficient water

management, water quality and safety monitoring, and more
effective maintenance;

• knowledge platform for integrated planning and management 
of  rivers and lake through data collection, sharing, and analysis

• program design innovations – concession with subsidies,
performance-based programs and contracts, hybrid 
annuity  models

• Innovations in inclusion: disability inclusive development,
behaviour change for better hygiene

Ask from theaudience
• How can innovation address challenges on  

sector policies, institutions, and
financing?

WATER PRACTICE
Solution provided

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLsI-1ZrY2Y


Need addressed

•TIQ is always looking for Queensland  
export ready companies wanting to grow  
their business overseas and identifying  
potential foreign investors wanting to  
invest in the state of Queensland

Ask from the audience

• Contact me if your Queensland organisation wants to  
grow their business overseas or obtain foreign  
investment.

Antonio Lovisi, TIQ , Senior Trade & Investment Officer,antonio.lovisi@tiq.qld.gov.au

TIQ’S ROLE IN AN INNOVATIVE AND DYNAMIC TRADING ECONOMY
Solutionsprovided
• Trade and Investment Queensland is the state government’s 

dedicatedagency for global trade and investment
• Help Queensland exporters by promoting their capabilities to 

international markets in the best waypossible
• Facilitate business introductions for exporters to potential

international buyers and investors
• Assess foreign investors’ needs and requirements to invest inQueensland
• Facilitate foreign investors introductions to project owners and

business partners

eof
the

mailto:antonio.lovisi@tiq.qld.gov.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ccb0r5APi0g


66 waterpartnership.org.au

Australian Water Partnership (AWP)
Need
Join our Community of  Practice 
for Gender Equality,  Disability, and 
Social Inclusion  (GEDSI) and Water 
Resource Management (WRM)

Solution
Digital platform and hub for  
knowledge sharing and access to  
expertise on GEDSI operational  
processes and policies; and  GEDSI 
development outcomes

Interested in sharing your knowledge  
and/or expertise in GEDSI and WRM?

Veitania Lepani, Australian Water Partnership, GEDSI and ProgramOfficer
veitania.lepani@waterpartnership.org.au

The Australian Water Partnership is  
supported by the Australian

Government  and managed by eWater
Ltd.

mailto:veitania.lepani@waterpartnership.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsKl5p9IkBo


Need addressed
Empowering site operators (public  
and private) to participate in and  
contribute to catchment  
management.

Ask from the audience
•Partner with us to promote water  

stewardship

Megan McLeod, Program Director, AWS Asia-Pacific,megan@a4ws.org

WATER STEWARDSHIP
Solution provided
Water stewardship, i.e. a 
systematic  framework for action 
at the site and catchment level 
that encourages collaboration, 
behaviour change and 
continual improvement.

mailto:megan@a4ws.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LT3FdDk3IJM


• Establish credentials as a good  
water steward

• Leverage credentials to benefit  
Members/local community

• Communicate benefits to others  in 
Murray Darling Basin/Australia

Ask from the audience
•Where do you see value in water

stewardship certification for your
organisation?

James John – Legal and Project Manager – Renmark Irrigation Trust – jjohn@rit.org.au

AGRICULTURAL WATER 
STEWARDSHIPWater Stewardship Looking forward

• Seat at the table for 
policy  discussions

• Develop regional 
competitive  advantage

• Bolster “voice” of 
community

mailto:jjohn@rit.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LkbdMC2XKU


similie.org

Simil ieSummar y

Solutions (s)provided

With Similie's Ai and One technology, water  
managers can access real-time data and analytics  
that prompt actions to improve rural water service  
delivery and the livelihood outcomes of
communities.

Need (s)addressed

Rural water supply delivery is poor because of  
limited monitoring systems linked to
management  and maintenance.

Ask from the audience

Looking for clients with large projectsso we can scale-up:
1. Manufacturing of Ai Devices
2. Expand our IoT monitoring product range
3. Business development – marketing, communications and sales

Target clients: water utilities, governments, councils, INGOs, international  
development organisations, research institutions across the Asia P acific.

Craig McVeigh

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCOIg2OGDLg


Needaddressed
What is the biggest issue
facing  humanity today... water

Ask from theaudience
• International agents and

distributors  wanted

World Environmental Solutions, Walter (Wallie) Ivison, CEO, patent holder,  
Founder, www.Multigensolutions.com.au

Solution provided
Water from the atmosphere,  
machines with solarsolutions

SOLAR-DRIVEN AIR TO WATER GENERATION

http://www.Multigensolutions.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZ4RvIYwh0g


7. Embracing the circular  
economy

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Need addressed
Shift the current linear model: Take
- Make - Dispose to a circular model  
which has a US$ 4.5 Trillion of  
Global Economic Opportunity

Ask from the audience
•Are you equipped to implement  

circular economy principles as a  
business strategy?

JoyanneManning, Arup, joyanne.manning@arup.com

A CIRCULAR BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Solution provided
Adopt circular economy 
principles  as a business strategy 
to reduce loss  of value and 
create systemic change

mailto:joyanne.manning@arup.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lqx7pE3f2M


Challenge:  
ConstructedLakes

High maintenance cost  
Algae blooms
Property value  
Ecosystem Loss



Challenge:Beneficial  
Reuse of Biosolids
Beneficial Reuse of Biosolids Heavy  
metals such as Copper and Zinc  
are impediments to beneficial  
reuse of biosolids

How can we remove heavy metals  
from our system efficiently and  
effectively prior to entering our  
Sewage Treatment Plants?



Context – Why this matters

The adoption of circular economy practices offers  
Australian infrastructure significant opportunities in  relation 
to procurement security, cost savings, and  sustainable and 
responsible sourcing that bring social,  economic and 
environmental benefits. Yet these  benefits are yet to be fully 
demonstrated and realised  by the sector.

Ask from the audience
• How is the “Lab” approach different and has it

worked in solving other similar issues
and challenges?

Paul Davies, Think Sustainability, paul@thinksustainability.com, 0492 909 892

INFRASTRUCTURE COLAB ON TURNING CIRCULAR ECONOMY PRINCIPLES INTO PRACTICES

What are we doing to address this?

A collaboration between the
Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia (ISCA),  the 
University of Queensland and BMI is looking to  
demonstrate how circular economy principles can be  
effectively implemented in infrastructure through a  unique 
approach involving key stakeholders up and
down the infrastructure value chain.

mailto:paul@thinksustainability.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvg1mSeit9A


Need addressed
Difficulty to transition to circular 
economy

Ask from the audience
•Funding for circular economy 

capacity  building: EUR 500K to scale 
up  circular economy impact

Hemant Chaudhary, Circular Economy Alliance Australia,
Founder and Managing Director, hemant.chaudhary@ceaa360.com

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM ON THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Solutions provided
1. Leadership Program on 

Circular Economy
2. Impact agency for Circular 

Cities

mailto:hemant.chaudhary@ceaa360.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7gXE3HGrd4


Need(s) addressed
Investment opportunities in the  
Australian Waste and Circular  
Economy sector.

Ask from the audience
•What sort of interest have you been  

seeing and from what markets?

Tim Simpson, Austrade, Senior Adviser, tim.simpson@austrade.gov.au

WASTE AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY OPPORTUNITIES
Solution(s) provided
Austrade have been receiving strong 
investor  interest in the waste sector and 
have been  supporting a range of investors 
with market  introductions and briefings to 
enhance their  understanding of the market 
and investment  prospects.

LOGO of the organisationPortrait picture of
the speaker

mailto:tim.simpson@austrade.gov.au


Needs addressed
• Attract sustainable family jobs
• Strengthen lifestyle & identity
• Enhance regional tourism

Ask from the audience
•Co-investment & Operational Partners

Robert Prestipino | Vital Places Pty Ltd | Director | robert@vitalplaces.com.au

QUILPIE WELLSPRING – BEER, FISH & VEGETABLES
Solution provided
A community driven initiative  
showcasing the use of water for  
enterprise, research and 
education in rural and remote 
Regional  Australia

mailto:robert@vitalplaces.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Da_BubaDnnY


• Circular 
economy

• Carbon neutrality
• Opex savings

Ask from the audience
•Would you like your wastewater plant to  

become a more valuable asset?

Eric Garcin, Suez, Engineering & Performance GM

A CARBON-NEUTRAL VISION FOR WATER RECYCLING TREATMENT PLANTS
Needs addressed Solutions provided

• The Suez 
biofactory

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3SHEQIt-OrE


8. Innovative finance

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Needs addressed
Most large urban utilities in Australia have run out of 
natural  water from rivers and are looking to desal and 
recycling and  have aging assets which need re-
investment and extra  functionality to meet urban 
growth – e.g. Sydney Water is  going to spend $0.8B 
per annum for the next 5 years,  excluding water 
security. Good parallel examples in  electricity 
networks.

State Treasuries have limits to how much they can fund.

Ask from the audience
• Are the utilities open to harnessing super funds?
• Is there a willingness of traditional utilities and 

departments to  foster creativity and innovation, 
including new sources of  capital?

Graham Dooley, CEO and Director, GDooley@wua.com.au

INVESTING IN WATER AND AGRICULTURE INFRASTRUCTURE
Solution provided
Happily, the large super funds will accept the 
regulated rate of return for water infrastructure.

Water Utilities Australia can provide:
• Infrastructure Capital to take the load off the 

State  Treasuries and invest in urban growth 
and agriculture.

• Venture Capital for businesses that have clever 
ideas but need cash to get going.

Portrait picture
of  the
speaker

mailto:GDooley@wua.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6So8hIbjwYY


Needs addressed
There is huge need for more funding for water infrastructure, with that  
there is a requirement to:

• Understand Capital -Give funders what they want
• Finance at portfolio scale -Don’t waste time on one project
• Leverage New Water Technology - It can help Bankability
• Utilize data and finance technology -Don’t try a 21st century job with

18th century tools
• Make Blended Finance Real -Everyone talks about it…now it’s time toDo It!
• Leverage Innovative Finance Models -Don’t try a 21st century jobwith 12th century tools

Ask from the audience
• How can we be strategic in funding water  

infrastructure rather than tactical?

Michael Gardner, Aqaix, CEO,mike@aqaix.com

STRATEGIC WATER INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS
Solution provided
There are many new innovative financing models:

• Conditional Loans and Bonds
• Performance Contracts
• P3s (Public/Private Partnerships)

All these models take data and information!
• Utilize modern IT to make the data collection efficient
• APIs, cloud, blockchain

Aqaix products to enable access to data and 
information Aqaix finance marketplace, Aqaix 
Digital, Aqaix Ledger

mailto:mike@aqaix.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ayt74NY2wHs


Need addressed
Many not-for-profit organisations
and social entrepreneurs are looking  
at innovative ways to expand,  
increase their scope and ensure  
their positive impact is sustainable.

Ask from the audience
• If you are a high growth enterprise delivering  positive 

social outcomes with the potential to  secure capital, 
apply now for our Impact Investment  Ready Growth 
Grant.

Sabina Curatolo, Impact Investing Australia, Director, Policy & Social  
Enterprise Development, growthgrant@impactinvestingaustralia.com

IMPACT INVESTING AUSTRALIA
Solution provided
We offer grants to social enterprises  
who are seeking to scale their social  
impact by raising capital.
Grants of up to $140,000 are available
now for organisations looking to scale  
their social impact.

mailto:growthgrant@impactinvestingaustralia.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9xHaeeWgC4


Needs addressed:

• Australia’s ability to further develop its  agricultural 
industries and food supply chains is  limited by 
scarce water resources.

• Australia’s agricultural sector requires over $500  
billion in new capital to capture export market  
opportunities created by rising per capita wealth  
and resulting food demand in Asia to 2050.

Ask from the audience:
• Investors are invited to subscribe to the Argyle Water Fund
• Targeting investment returns of 10% per annum (ungeared),

including annual cash distributions.
• Contact Argyle Capital Partners for further information.

Kim Morison, Argyle Capital Partners, Managing Director, kmorison@argylegroup.com.au

ARGYLE WATER FUND
Solutions provided:

• The Argyle Water Fund invests capital to assist in  
the development of Australia’s irrigated  
agricultural sector

• Argyle provides irrigation farmers with a range of  
water price risk management tools: water leasing,  
forward water allocation deals, and an ability to  
store water and carry forward for future periods.

mailto:kmorison@argylegroup.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuDoG2jFmCA


Needs addressed
There is a need to accelerate the transition of our world into a more  
environmentally aware, sustainable and loving place.

With that, comes a need for world leaders in business, politics and  society to 
be engaging and powerful communicators to drive societal  change.

Ask from theaudience
How can you effectively
engage  stakeholders and 
amplify your  returns?

Philip Bateman, Founder and MD Bravo  
Charlie - philip@bravocharlie.global

FUNNELS, DIGITAL TOOLS AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Solution provided
Bravo Charlie specialisein targeted video communication for impact  
investors and their portfolios, using marketing, business  
development, investing and production skills to engage stakeholders  
and amplify returns.

Using a mix of Jira, Confluence, Trello, Slack, Whatsapp, Wechatand  
online content platforms, we are able to co-ordinate teams from  
Australia to Germany, Italy to North America, Israel to South Africa,  
China and Hong Kong –and it all works quite well

mailto:philip@bravocharlie.global
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6gHLvIaU2s


9. Efficiency in water  
infrastructure

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Needs addressed
A large proportion of the Pilbara mineral resource is below the  water 
table and the industry is dewatering >50 open pits.

Significant groundwater pumping in and outside the pit is required  to 
dewater the ore body prior to mining. The existing dewatering  method 
uses large diameter wells. This can introduce safety and  productivity issues.

As a consequence of the dewatering >400 ML/d of fresh water  
requires a sustainable management solution.

Ask from the audience
• What are alternative dewatering methods which allow for reduced operational  interference and 

enable accelerated dewatering rates to achieve groundwater target  level.

• What are the alternative water use and markets for large surplus volumes of fresh  water in 
remote areas of the Pilbara.

Blair Douglas, Global Practice Lead Hydrology and Water Management.  
Technical Centre of Excellence and Legacy Assets.
Blair.r.douglas@bhp.com 0416128175

DEWATERING TO LOWER GROUNDWATER LEVELS
Solutions required
2 issues –1) dewatering and 2) management of the water it generates.

Dewatering: Seeking improvements to the existing approach to 
deliver  safe, flexible and value driven outcome without changing the 
mining  method.

Improvements which enable rapid mining (where required) and
considers environmental risks.

Surplus: local or regional sustainable solutions which don’t introduce
additional risks to mining and consider Water Stewardship principles.

mailto:Blair.r.douglas@bhp.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-VAbIjzd9w


HOLISTIC DIGITAL TWINNING

Solution Provided

Our Digital Twins:

• Follow the Gemini Principles

• A way of working underpinned  by full-lifecycle 

information and  data management

• Focus on incremental value

Need Addressed

Digital Twins must have

• Purpose;

• Trust; and

• Function

Ask from the Audience

• We want to hear more about where your models  are 

not delivering on purpose, trust or function.

Jason Carr, Arup, Digital Water Leader, Jason.Carr@Arup.com

mailto:Jason.Carr@Arup.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQNykihU-jw


Virgilio (Perry) Rivera, Jr., Chief Operating Officer, NewBusiness
Operations at ManilaWater

Needsaddressed
• Utility challenges due to COVID-19 pandemic
• Expanding water supply coverage and reliability
• Expanding projects portfolio
• Improving global performance ranking
• In search of innovative solutions: energy efficiency of existing  

facilities, data analysis, new work practices due to COVID -19,  
smart water tools, New Employee Engagement and L&D  
Programs, Re-engineering Customer Touch Points

Solution provided
PERFORMANCE OF MANILA WATER
Manila Water was able to improve the water and wastewater services
which benefitted millions of residents in Metro Manila, other cities in the
country,andintheASEANregion

COVID-19 RESPONSE
Manila Water developed Bold Bounce Back (BBB) plan with measures  
and comprehensive action plans to mitigate the impact of the  pandemic

IN SEARCH OF INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
Due to this crisis, there were opportunities and innovative solutions
adopted by Manila Water to mitigate the risks in this new normal

Ask from theaudience
Looking for solutions for Process  
Improvements, New Technologies
and  Innovation

TAP SECRETS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upCHg2lWVX0


Need addressed

A direct connection to private water  
operators of all sizes, across the  
world, through a credible,  
accredited and respected  
association.

Ask from the audience
• New partnerships –are there issues on which you can work

with AquaFed?
• Membership – is joining AquaFed a potential option for you?

Neil Dhot, AquaFed, Executive Director.  
Neil.dhot@aquafed.org

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF PRIVATE WATER OPERATOR
Solutions provided

- A forum to connect with private  
water operators
- Amplify your voice on policy and  
regulatory reform

mailto:Neil.dhot@aquafed.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4QVTrtosl0


Need addressed
Evaporation from large on-farm  
storages is a very significant water  
loss factor for the Australian  
irrigation industry

Ask from the audience
•Develop a solution for reducing evaporation on  

water storages for an annualized cost of less  
than $250 per megalitre

Michael Murray, Cotton Australia, General 
Manager  michaelm@cotton.org.au

SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF EVAPORATION
Current solutions
• Deeper storages – 8m 

considered  practical limit
• Divide storages into cells
• Liquid polymers (issues with wind  

and longevity)
.

mailto:michaelm@cotton.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9OE6TVfCjU


Needs addressed
Tailings system high flow acidic liquor decant containing very high  TDS, and 
mine affected significant pit storage volumes with low but  increasing TDS 
over time represent a range of BHP low quality  water now and into future.

As a consequence, the water technology and innovation work- stream of 
BHP Water Stewardship initiated a new/emerging  treatment technology 
program to identify and de-risk sustainable  treatment solutions.

Ask from the audience
• What are alternative concentrated brine treatment approaches which target water for  recovery 

and foster selected metal/other product recovery
• What are the recovered brine salt markets for large quantities of salts that could be

generated in remote areas of South Australia and Queensland.

Brad Smith, Lead Innovation.  
BHPInnovation.
Brad.smith@bhp.com 0407424785

WATER TREATMENT IN MINING
Solutions provided
2 issues –1) brine treatment and 2) recovered salts it generates.

Brine treatment for water: Seeking improvements on top of stand  alone or re-
sequenced existing technology options to delivering a safe,  modular and value 
driven outcome.

Recovered salts: existing or alternative end use market opportunities
and supply chain entities who could manage.

mailto:Blair.r.douglas@bhp.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KqF3VgIPnI


Needs addressed
The state of wall street tools for water finance is nonexistent, leading to  the 
following needs:
• open-source tools for water data APIs
• integration among Impact investment platforms (standardized

opportunities and data)
• new finance models: Results Based Funding; Credit Trading Systems;  

Blended and Co-Investing
• asset level transparency for portfolio management and Non-economic

ROI monitoring and reporting

Ask from theaudience
• Seeking partnership opportunities: investees,  

investors, pilots of a private, branded, “private  
market”,

• Seeking VC investments in Aqaix in Fall, 2020

Michael Gardner, Aqaix,CEO,
mike@aqaix.com

FINANCE MARKET, LEDGER AND DIGITAL
Solution provided
Aqaix employs Advanced Software and Data to Bring More  
Capital into Water Infrastructure of All Types Fintech Software  
Applied to Water Finance:
• AI, Machine Learning, Cloud, APIs, Blockchain-based smart

contracts to provide Higher Returns on Water Investing
• Economic returns, and Impact returns to enable New Value

Chains
• Data and Information for Transparency, and Trust to enable

Collaboration of Capital Types
• Donor, Commercial, and Government Capital Across Portfolios

of Projects
• Blended Finance, Public-Private Partnerships, and Co-

Investing  Enable Innovative Finance Models
• Environmental Impact Bonds, and other Performance Based

Finance Models
• Green Bonds
• Software automation to reduce transaction cycle time toenable 

Market Mechanisms for Water Management
• Quality Offset Trading, Groundwater Transactions, Conservation

Investments

Aqaix products:
Aqaix finance marketplace, Aqaix Digital, Aqaix Ledger

mailto:mike@aqaix.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBricad-ur8


Challenge
Inspections of remote or complex
infrastructure  are labour-intensive, costly and 
requires the  involvement of many disciplines 
to make  recommendations on the 
maintenance plan.

How can we manage remote or  
complex infrastructure with greater  
efficiency and easier collaboration?

Rohan Koenig
Digital Market Leader, GHD Digital
Rohan.Koenig@ghd.com | +61 7 33163101

Solution
Asset experts can monitor the health and  
maintenance needs of infrastructure from
their  computers using a photo-realistic 
digital twin  and immersive collaboration
tools.

Remote Asset Management
powered by GHD Digital’s Immersive Digital Solutions

mailto:Rohan.koenig@ghd.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQ39jADooJI


10. Ageing infrastructure  
management

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Challenge: Innovative  
Response to Service  
Interruptions
60%of our operational call outs are
related  to reactive responseto service
failures.

• How do we replace/renew our
polylines  in an efficient way that 
doesn’t require  excavation?

• Are there any predictive analysis  
solutions toidentify upcoming 
failures  prior to themoccurring?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h37XCAoJX7E


Need addressed
Faster, cheaper, more accurate pipe  
assessments to fix only the pipes  
that need fixing.

Ask from the audience
•Distributers into the UK and US markets
•Water utility development partners

Amanda Siqueira, VAPAR, CEO & Co-founder,  
Amanda.Siqueira@vapar.co

AUTOMATING FAULT DETECTION IN UNDERGROUND WATER PIPES

Solutions provided
• Automated condition assessment
• Instant repair recommendations
• Digitisation of sewer assets

mailto:Amanda.Siqueira@vapar.co
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zd14E3MSQVg
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VEOLIA LOVES START-UPS  
THE EXAMPLE OF VAPAR

Need addressed
Auto-coding of video footage  
following pipe inspection

Ask from the audience

• How can Veolia work with a start- up 
company?

Quentin Bechet, Veolia, Project Manager,quentin.bechet@veolia.com

Solution provided
Artificial intelligence algorithm  
automatically identifying defects

mailto:quentin.bechet@veolia.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_W35o0dBAo


Needs addressed
• Supply chain innovation
• Scalable & secure supply chain  

for delivering better solutions

Ask from the audience
What about water infrastructure keeps  
you up at night?

Callum Hickey, Iplex Pipelines, Innovation Manager,  
callum.hickey@iplexpipelines.com.au

INNOVATIVE PIPE SOLUTIONS
Solutions provided
• Dedicated innovation & 

broader  customer experience 
team – we’re  listening

• Manufacturing capacity
• Innovation from a large & 

reliable  brand

mailto:callum.hickey@iplexpipelines.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQYlXuxL4Ts


Needs addressed
Non-Revenue Water
Data and results are subjective.  The 
technology is only effective in  
getting an engineer to the general  
area of a leak- and does not give an  
indication of how large it is.

Ask from the audience
•Take the FIDO (Free Intelligent  

Domain Observers) DMA  
Challenge

Chris Evans, Detection Services, General Manager,  
chrise@detectionservices.com.au

MANAGING LOSSES-MOVING FROM SMART TO INFORMED

Solution provided
Free Intelligent Domain Observers:  
two step process to accurate leak  
detection < 1 metre

mailto:chrise@detectionservices.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wq1V4wmDQnU


Need addressed
Water supply aqueducts are critical  
pieces of infrastructure, however the  
condition assessment of them is  
dangerous, disruptive and 
expensive.

If you could monitor the condition of your  
water supply aqueducts without impacting  
operations or requiring people to enter  
hazardous environments, would you?

David Brady, Abyss Solutions, Head of Global Water, david@abysssolutions.com.au

URBAN WATER INFRASTRUCTURE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE
Solutions provided
An autonomous floating survey  
vessel has been created that 
obtains  a comprehensive visual 
and  dimensional record of the 
interior as  it traverses the length of 
a tunnel.

mailto:david@abysssolutions.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iF10NrdbgEc


Needs addressed
Costly maintenance of treatment  
plants, pipelines, heat exchanges

Ask from the audience
•Projects to maintain your assets
•Partnerships to grow your business

Ben Gunness, VeroLaser, (61) 497 318 746,  
ben.gunness@verolaser.com.au

INDEPENDENT, INNOVATIVE LASER CLEANING TECHNOLOGIES
Solution(s) provided
Laser safely removes corrosion,  
coatings and contamination from  
high value, ageing assets and  
infrastructure.

mailto:ben.gunness@verolaser.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTWvMg9IXKk
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THE UNTAPPED POTENTIAL
OF THE WATER INDUSTRY DATA

Needs addressed
Organisations / Start-ups able to  
develop data analytics for the  
water industry

Ask from the audience
• How can we extract value from  

water utility data?

Quentin Bechet, Veolia, Project Manager, quentin.bechet@veolia.com

Solution provided
Data analytics to optimise  
operations in the water industry

mailto:quentin.bechet@veolia.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_W35o0dBAo
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Lucia Cade
Chair
South East Water

Mark Pascoe
Chief Executive Officer  
International WaterCentre (IWC)

Graham Dooley
Executive Director and Chief Executive Officer  
Water Utilities Australia (WUA)

Rod Naylor
Market Leader Water  
GHD

Daniel Lambert  
Australasia Water Leader  
Arup

Efficient Water Infrastructure and Regulatory Framework - Panel session
How can the industry can ‘do more with less’ while still maintaining levels of service andaffordability acrossthe industry?

Monica Bennett
Director Thought
Leadership  Global 
Infrastructure Hub

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plmwk7cZams


11. Sustainable planning

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Ask from the audience
•How can we do high level 

long term  planning?

Eric Garcin, Suez, Engineering & Performance GM

A CARBON-NEUTRAL VISION FOR WATER RECYCLING TREATMENT PLANTS
Needs addressed Solutions provided
• Affordable sustainability
• Spending Capex better

• Leveraging the right 
combination  of innovative 
technology

• New governance required 
for  infrastructure planning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IF-02jivsEQ


Challenge:
Effluent  Seaway 
Release  Pipeline

Waterpreneurs

Alternative use of the
pipeline  assuming we are 
not able to  prevent the 
construction of  the seaway
release

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h37XCAoJX7E


Needs addressed

- De-risking operations and 
investments  across high water-ESG 
risk sectors and  regions

- Creating sustainable fundable value  
opportunities streamline capital for 
them

Ask from the audience
• Invite for sustainable consortium  

creation: from brown to green

Anna Poberezhna, Founder, Smart4tech, anna@smart4.tech

HOLISTIC COLLABORATION NETWORK
Solutions provided

One platform – severalsolutions:
- Digital platform – enabler with proprietary  toolset 

for multiple stakeholders
- Open data sustainability communication and

compliance platform platformProprietary  
platform with tooling

- Transaction- infrastructure for sustainable  finance

mailto:anna@smart4.tech
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2qBsoDy1i0


Problem addressed
The problem of water rights is not  
owned by anyone.

Ask from the audience
• We would like to raise AU$3M.
• Our pre-money valuation is AU$3M.
• Our post-money valuation is AU$8M.
• Our exit strategy to be executed in 3-5 years  based on 

completion of agreed investment  conditions.

Katrina Donaghy, Civic Ledger, CEO and Co-
Founder  katrina@civicledger.com

WATER. DIGITALLY TRANSFORMED.
Solution provided
An open platform for the 
automatic  and transparent 
management of  water markets 
and trading.

mailto:katrina@civicledger.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8xEsS6SlVM


Needaddressed
Sustainability for infrastructure  
investors

Ask from theaudience
•How can the water sectorreshape  

infrastructure strategically?

Toby Gray, Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia (ISCA), Head  
of Sustainability Leadership

DRIVING SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES FOR THE WATER SECTOR

Solutionsprovided
Infrastructure sustainability rating  
tools covering whole of  
infrastructure lifecycle for inclusive,  
resilient, low-carbon infrastructure  
outcomes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i81qPKnd7ok


Need addressed
Low uptake of 
technological  innovations 
at varying business  unit 
structures across utilities.

Ask from the audience
•Water utility to become

WSAA  members

Jason Mingo, Water Services Association of Australia,Manager  
Environment and Technology Research, www.wsaa.asn.au

W-LAB TO IDENTIFY AND ADDRESS COUNCILS'NEEDS
Solution provided
A linked network of national and  
regional test-bed facilities.
Collaboration, advocacy and  
innovation between water
industry and a technology road map.

http://www.wsaa.asn.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=frx3myzhbN0


Need addressed

Farmers are wasting $100,000 
every  year by spraying areas of the  
paddock that doesn’t need it.

Ask from the audience
• Interested in changing Agriculture?

Please  come talk to us.

Jerome Leray, InFarm, Managing Director

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE
Solutions provided

InFarm has a Drone to tractor big  
data and AI platform that 
bypasses  the internet and 
delivers chemical  savings of up to 
97.5%.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LRv66w20hI


Needs addressed:

Representation of First Nations across  

the Northern Murray Darling Basin.

Setting the agenda for water rights,

ownership and water management.

Ask from the audience:
$5 million dollars over 3 years to develop and implement  

economic outcomes project for 10 First Nations in the  

Northern Murray Darling Basin

Fred Hooper, Northern Basin Aboriginal Nations Chairperson,  

fredhooper6@gmail.com

Solution provided:

The establishment of First Nations  

Economic development across the  

Northern Murray Darling Basin

FIRST NATIONS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND  

SUSTAINABILITY

mailto:fredhooper6@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewlEsR9i_l8


Needaddressed
Water seen as a cost for cities

Ask from theaudience
•How can we shape and reconnect cities  

and communities with their
waterfront?

Kate Meyrick, Urbis, Director

INNOVATING AT THE WATERFRONT
Solution provided
A place making perspective 
for  water in urbanplanning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FynLQS1yx5Q


12. Early-stage  
technologies

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Problem addressed
Climate change impacts: 
less  rainfall, extreme 
drought.

Ask from the audience
• We aim to coordinate diverse stakeholders 

and  external suppliers (consultants, 
contractors,  research organisation) to develop 
Subsurface  Dam Scheme.

• Funds to develop a business case and 
a  technical study

Andrew Izadyar, Aquor, Founding Director, Andrew.Izadyar@aquor.com.au

SUBSURFACE DAM SCHEME

Solution(s) provided
Damming groundwater by 
the  Subsurface Dam

mailto:Andrew.Izadyar@aquor.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OVs-q6FCbY


MOONSHOT

Let’s drought proof our agrisystem
by being smarter with our water

Ask from the audience
•How much investment is on offer and  
when does the Challenge close?

Craig Shapiro, Blue River Group & Bridge Hub,  
Co-CEO & Founder,craig@blueriver.com.au

BRIDGE HUB 2020 WATER CHALLENGE
BRIDGE HUB 2020  WATER 
CHALLENGE

$250,000 in cash prizes &  
investment on offer

mailto:craig@blueriver.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxoxm5fZVFo


Need addressed
Economically and environmentally  
expensive power supply

Ask from the audience
•Looking for implementation  

partners to receive a fully  
funded solar system

Chad Hardy, Snowater Solar, Co-Founder, chad@snowater.com.au

TOMORROW'S POWER, TODAY
Solution provided
Solar sizing platform to provide  
100% clean powered with 20%  
energy discount and $0 
UPFRONT,  resulting in 80,000kg 
of CO2 saved.

mailto:chad@snowater.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_pvgyrhcesM


Needaddressed
Sea water intrusion into  
groundwater drinking supplies has  
already rendered sources unsuitable  
for human consumption according  
to WHOguidelines.

Ask from theaudience
•How do you envisage the

technology  moving in to other
markets?

Peter Kovalsky, Mincarb, Managing Director, Peter.Kovalsky@mincarb.com

REMOTE GROUNDWATER DESALINATION SYSTEM
Solution provided
Low cost, low energy capacitive  
deionization technology is cost  
effective for fractional salt
removal.

mailto:Peter.Kovalsky@mincarb.com
mailto:alsky@mincarb.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQ4N93UERpk


Needs addressed
- Water scarcity.
- To much water wastage.
- No water utilization.

Ask from the audience
•Would love to collaborate with people  

from water sector .

Innovative Nozzle , Founder and CEO ,Alirehmankhan25@gmail.com

INNOVATIVE NOZZLE
Solution provided
Saving and utilizing water 
through  mist with existing taps.

LOGO of the
organisation

mailto:Alirehmankhan25@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7CzYkpfizxc


Need(s) addressed
Sales to build success in the water  
sector

Ask from the audience
• I want to work with innovators, start-ups and  

technology providers that do not have the networks,  
contacts or BD skills who cannot attract experienced  
BD people.

Mark Trembath, Full Cycle Solutions, Water BD Specialist,  
mark.trembath@fullcyclesolutions.com.au

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT WITH FULL CYCLE SOLUTIONS
Solutions provided  
Business 
Development  Sales 
Mentoring  Market 
Appraisal

mailto:mark.trembath@fullcyclesolutions.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h37XCAoJX7E


13. Off-grid and  
distributed
solutions

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Introducing LAVO
Time for Australia to launch our “Build Back Better”  program 
to deal with our 2 greatest challenges together- COVID 
recovery and climate change.

Providing reliable, affordable and sustainable power  generation 
and supply is one of the biggest challenges  facing 
governments, energy corporations and individuals.

Energy independence in regional and remote area will play  
critical role to the COVID recovery.

Introducing LAVO. The world’s first Hydrogen Energy
Storage System.
LAVO integrates with standard rooftop solar systems.

LAVO’s unique and patented metal hydride is world leading  
technology. By absorbing hydrogen in an intrinsically safe  and 
compact alloy it enables:
• Superior storage capacity 60kWh
• Longer lifetime 30 years
• Lower environmental waste at the end of life
• Greater return on investment

•Why Hydrogen?
Imagine a zero-emissions fuel that exists on Earth in  abundance, 
can be easily extracted using basic chemistry and  offers jobs and 
investment in Australia for decades to come.
That substance exists: it’s called hydrogen.”
-Australian Chief Scientist: Dr Alan Finkel

Alan Yu, Providence Asset Group, Co-Founder & CIO,alan.yu@providences.com.au

mailto:alan.yu@providences.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBvK80f8Zo4


Nutrient pollution management  
and water treatment through  
enhancement of ecological  systems 
– A biological solution to  a 
biological problem.

We are looking to receive support and funding to  
provide independent, peer-reviewed research to  
demonstrate our technology is an  environmentally 
sustainable and beneficial way to  manage nitrogen and 
phosphorus pollution (DIN)

Dr Simon Tannock, AlgaEnviro, Director, simon@algaenviro.com.au

DIATOMIX from AlgaEnviro
Our product, Diatomix, is a ‘drop-
in’  solution to reduce Dissolved  
Inorganic Nutrients (DIN) in  
waterbodies, water storages, and  
wastewater treatment systems.
There are multiple benefits 
with  improved water quality.

the speaker

mailto:simon@algaenviro.com.au
https://youtu.be/2M5DAMUK8Xg


Need addressed
Initiative will demonstrate how  
identifying and quantifying stacked  
water, carbon, biodiversity benefits  
can build the business case and  
show investment potential of NBS.

Ask from the audience
•How could the identification and  

quantification of benefits help your  
business further invest in NBS?

Tien Shiao, Pacific Institute, Senior Researcher, TShiao@pacinst.org

BENEFIT ACCOUNTING OF NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS FOR WATERSHEDS
Solution provided
Initiative will produce a publicly  
available guide including steps,  
indicators and a developed 
method  to account for the stacked 
benefits  and co-benefits.

mailto:TShiao@pacinst.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLkkSntAJ8o


Need addressed 
Water scarcity

Ask from the audience
• USD $4.5 million Total Investment Required
• Implementation Partners
• Market Access and Distribution Overseas in India, South

America, Pacific Islands

Nick Probert, Low Impacts, nick@lowimpacts.com

CONCENTRATED SOLAR MULTI-EFFECT DISTILLATION & DEWATERING SYSTEMS

Solutions provided
• Extraction of Pure Water from  

almost any source
• NO use of Filters or 

Membranes
• Zero Liquid Discharge options
• Operation by Solar Power
• Scalability

mailto:nick@lowimpacts.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8r0H5ePx1I8


Needs addressed
Construction and maintenance sites  
typically have no real solution for  
tool washing.
Common methods are ineffective  
and often illegal.

Ask from the audience
• Partnerships from industry, developers and  

constructors, local councils and waste /  
water regulators.

Andrew Crimston, Founder and CEO,
Geosentinel Australia Pty Ltd, andrew@washbox.global

WATER SAVING AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Solution provided
Washbox is a closed loop, 
recycled water wash station 
that eliminates liquid waste by 
removing the waste from the 
water and recycling the  water.

mailto:andrew@washbox.global
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEzPCtWuWhc


• Improved water and waste management is
key to achieving many of the Sustainable
Development and Climate Goals

• Nature-based Solutions (NbS) are known to  
offer investible and more sustainable
• options in diverse contexts

• Innovatively-financed demonstration
projects are needed to overcome reluctance  
to take NbS to scale

We are looking for public and private partners with patient capital to invest
and/or CSR or grant funding to contribute to blended financing for
professionallydesignedandmanagedproofofconcept initiatives
(a) using proven bio-stimulants to improve water and waste  management in 
Australia and abroad; and (b) proto-typing agile  management of integrated 
(not siloed) and inclusive business models  that assure financial viability and 
optimise ESG outcomes.

Ray Borg, BioGreenTech, Director Technical Services, ray.borg@bio-Greentech.com,  
Sustainable Ideas, Managing Director, ray@sustainableideas.com.au

BIO-STIMULANTS AND NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS
• Use of bio-stimulant and natural disinfectant

in large or smaller scale, centralized or  
decentralized systems to improve sanitation
without the use of hazardous chemicals

• Improve performance, eliminating odour,  
septicity and associated infrastructure  
corrosion, reduced biosolids generation

• Creates new business opportunities and  
reduces health risks for people and planet

mailto:ray.borg@bio-Greentech.com
mailto:ray@sustainableideas.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wB_nPNurzNI


14. Innovative finance

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Needs addressed
1. Water insecurity isincreasingglobally, impactingall aspects of life on  the earth

and unrestrainedby national or evenphysicalborders
2. The major roadblocksto achievingthe SDGsare not a lackof money or  know-

how, but outdatedand unsustainableworld viewsand the  systemsand structures 
thatsupport them. It isa “cognitive” emergency

3. New “approaches” and business modelsare neededto realisethe huge
potentialof privateenterprise in “public purpose” partnershipsbut  thereisa 
reluctance to experimentand toolittlesupport for co-creation

4. Manyblendedfinancinginitiatives and currentmetricsfor ESG reporting do not 
incentivisethe shift fromtrickledown to transformation

Ask from the audience
• Expressionsofinterestfromalignedbusinessandfinancialpartners.
• AUD25,000 for research (contribution to mapping of best and promising practices in innovative

finance)forBoPNBSandworkonindicatorsoftransformationforimpact investing.
• AUD45,000 -AUD125,000 to obtainthe support neededto prepareinvestor- ready

documentation for eachof ourexistingNBS proof of concept initiatives.
• AUD45,000 to support the proto-typingof a processdesignedto enablesuccessfulNBS  innovators

to progressfromsales pitch to sustainablefinancing

BerisGwynne, Incitāre, Founderand Lead Facilitator
b.gwynne@incitare-international.com

IMPACT INVESTING IN NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS
Solutions provided
1. Networked multi-disciplinary, multi-sector and multi stakeholder  

cooperation -sharing learning in action
2. Strategic foresight to raise awareness of the need for a “Copernican”  shift in 

our ability to understand and manage complexity and plan  from preferred 
futures to restore agency and optimism

3. Brokering and/or facilitating unlikely coalitions of unusual suspects  (including 
inventors and investors) to show by doing that integrative  alternatives are 
available and profitable at scale

4. Building bridges and removing barriers to investment in NBS at scale
closer to the base of the “economic” pyramid (BoP)

mailto:b.gwynne@incitare-international.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdTbEye1tzE&list=PL7LhdHDgewyBV_094pgCTrVDgwZuf8Bfe&index=107&t=0s


Needs addressed
Manywater situations aroundthe world requireprivatemarket mechanismssuchas 
credittrading systemsto accomplishbalance acrossa  complexinterplayof natural, 
political, and economicand business  processes.

Thesesystemshave been deployedverysuccessfully, globally, and many more 
are pending.

Ask from the audience
• Seeking VC investments in  

Aqaix in Fall, 2020

Michael Gardner, Aqaix, CEO,mike@aqaix.com

LEDGER
Solution provided
“MarketMechanisms for Water BalanceManagement”
The Aqaix market platform can integrate relevant data from any  source, 
and store and display credits and transactions in Systems  of Record and 
in blockchain-based immutable ledgers and can  enforce "smart 
contracts" on finance contingencies and  covenants.

Aqaix Ledger, released in Q3 2020
• Cloud-based ledgering of water transactions
• Water quality (offset trading; test results)
• Conservation incentive rebates
• Groundwater banking accounting

Aqaix other products:
Aqaix finance marketplace, Aqaix Digital

mailto:mike@aqaix.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ah2sEksJNdQ&list=PL7LhdHDgewyBV_094pgCTrVDgwZuf8Bfe&index=111&t=0s


IN COLLABORATIONWITH

TRANSFORMATIONAL CAPITAL HUB
Needs addressed
Funding Regional Transformation

• Trillion-dollar funding gap in climate change
adaptation.

• Single projects are not investible and do not  
transform systems.

Solutions provided
Transformational Capital Hub

• A new investment platform and logic for
transforming Australia’s regions.

• Systems thinking + finance practice.
• Deploying capital across all levers of change.

Ask from the audience

• We are looking for seed funders and collaborators  from 
technical finance to build the hub, co-create  strategic 
investment portfolios and transform regions.

Will Soutar, Climate-KIC Australia, Director, will.soutar@climate-kic.org.au

mailto:will.soutar@climate-kic.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnWH7abC1jk&list=PL7LhdHDgewyBV_094pgCTrVDgwZuf8Bfe&index=110&t=1s


Need addressed
Bloom impact investing makes
impact investing easy, accessible  
and rewarding for retail investors!

Ask from the audience
•Support our seed raise and join our  

community:https://www.meetup.com/en
-AU/Impact-Investing-Australia/

Camille Socquet-Clerc, Bloom, Founder, camille.socquet.clerc@gmail.com

BLOOM IMPACT INVESTMENT
Solution provided
Investment application to invest
in  climate solutions and clean 
energy projects.

http://www.meetup.com/en
mailto:camille.socquet.clerc@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cd0glbm-IcU&list=PL7LhdHDgewyBV_094pgCTrVDgwZuf8Bfe&index=108&t=0s


Needs addressed
1. Clients who aspire to making  

social impacts and need funding  
support.

2. Investors who seek financial as  
well as social impact returns (risk  
adjusted).

Ask from the audience
•How approaches described can advance 

social  impacts, you seek, including UNSDGs?
•Any interest from funders?

Philip Cormie, Mosaic Advisory & Capital, philipcormie@gmail.com

IMPACT INVESTMENT
Solutions provided
1. Consulting to build the case 

for  investment and the 
action plan.

2. Early-stage funding of these  
opportunities, in conjunction  
with other parties.

mailto:philipcormie@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6U29QQ9sIAQ&list=PL7LhdHDgewyBV_094pgCTrVDgwZuf8Bfe&index=109&t=0s


15. Innovation and  
collaboration

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

Click on the pitctogram to watch the recording of the pitch



Need addressed
Common water problems.  
Knowledge silos.
Funding shortage for innovators.

Ask from the audience
•Diversify our member portfolio across  

industry sectors

Andrew Kingsford, Waterstart, General Manager,  
Andrew.Kingsford@waterstart.com

CHANNELS FOR INNOVATION
Solutions provided
Lower the risk of trailing and  
implementing new technology.  
Support water-tech innovators gain  
to access to the water sector and  
support them beyond initial trials.

mailto:Andrew.Kingsford@waterstart.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2pR47vkd1Q&list=PL7LhdHDgewyBV_094pgCTrVDgwZuf8Bfe&index=112&t=0s


Challenge
Leaders today are operating in a more complex  
environment that demands a creative and  
adaptive approach to discover opportunities
and  deliver outcomes.

How might we partner to discover and  deliver 
new solutions driven by empathy for  your
customers?

Myles Coker
Strategic Design Lead, GHD Digital
myles.coker@ghd.com | 0407 773 467

Solution
Applied Innovation is our partnership approach
to  help business leaders discover and deliver 
high  value solutions for their customers, 
communities,  and business.

Applied Innovation Partnerships
powered by D-Lab, GHD’s Global Innovation Practice

mailto:myles.coker@ghd.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gN42R32JRvE


Innovate 4 Water - August 2020

VEOLIA & NEROXIS
THE KAPTA STORY

Need(s) addressed
Ensuring water quality monitoring  
within drinking water networks

Ask from the audience
Have you ever wondered how quickly a
drinking water network would react to
contamination?

Melissa MELLADO-RUIZ, Veolia, BD Manager,
melissa.mellado-ruiz@veolia.com

Solution(s) provided
New generation multi-parameter
water sensor for real-time water
quality monitoring.

mailto:melissa.mellado-ruiz@veolia.com
mailto:ruiz@veolia.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ik2z98XdTLQ


Need addressed
Helping Business and Government  
to dramatically scale their use of  
data, securely share data, and  
collaborate and innovate internally  
and externally with data to make  
better decisions and create value.

Ask from the audience
• Is your organisation Data Driven – easily  

extracting value from data at scale across  
everything you do?

Merrick Spain, Civic Analytica, CEO, merrick@civicanalytica.com

DOING MORE WITH DATA
Solution provided
Secure and massively scalable Data  
Exchange Platform-as-a-Service
used by many of the world’s largest
data producers and their
ecosystems of customers, suppliers,
and partners.

mailto:merrick@civicanalytica.com
mailto:https://youtu.be/8s5kXBYsK8g?subject=Civic%20Analytica


Need addressed
Weather observations captured by producers are not  
trusted by insurers, often forcing the use of Bureau  
observations captured >20 km away. However,
producers don’t trust weather observations captured
>1 km from their farm. Weather observations  captured 
on-farm are an order of magnitude more  accurate than 
estimated observations currently used  in insurance 
products. Innovation by insurers has been  constrained by 
the quality and availability of on-farm  weather observation 
data (Hughes, 2018).

Ask from the audience
•Do you collect private weather  

information?

Vjeko Matic, Bureau of Meteorology, Senior Hydrologist, vjekoslav.matic@bom.gov.au

TRUSTED PRIVATE AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS
Solution provided
The Bureau will review the quality of sensors managed  
by well-established observation network organisations
(Quality Assurance service), ensuring data produced  by 
on-farm equipment is optimised at >5,000 rural
sites that complement the Bureau’s observation network.
In partnership with Data61, the Bureau will alert  
producers, businesses and service providers when on-
farm observations are likely to be inaccurate (Quality  
Alert service), ensuring data-driven rural services are  
derived from consistently high-quality data.

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=5wiExHtb-L0

mailto:vjekoslav.matic@bom.gov.au
https://youtu.be/QphrIIp3qLk


Innovate 4 Water - August 2020

HUBGRADE  
BY VEOLIA

Need(s) addressed  
Operational Performance  
Environmental Impact  
Transparency

Ask from the audience
Can you contribute to our Hubgrade  
ecosystem? We welcome partnerships!

Yves ANDRE - Smart Systems Manager -
Veolia ANZ - yves.andre@veolia.com

Solution(s) provided
• Remote monitoring of assets
• 160 years of experience with  

Water systems

mailto:yves.andre@veolia.com
mailto:https://youtu.be/gr4FHrdZzRo


• Traditional linear project  
management is not suited to  
dynamics of innovation

• Ideas need to be implemented
• Lessons learned need to be  

learned – growth

Ask from the audience
• Projects to test and develop the platform; and a

partner or investor to help grow the business

Lee Foster, Innovate Wisely, Director, lee@innovatewisely.com

CONNECTING INNOVATION AND KNOWLEDGE
Needs addressed Solutions provided

• Project planning designed for 
the innovation process

• Innovation relevant metrics 
and analysis

• Lessons Learned analysis
• Knowledge growth focus

mailto:lee@innovatewisely.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r3NQ1SM7PsM


Needs addressed
Often WASH issues at community level can be  
addressed by a product or service offered by a  
start-up. However, lack of resources  (technical, 
financial) for entrepreneurs to pilot  and launch 
their initiatives prevent this from  happening, 
perpetuating not only the WASH  issues, but 
youth unemployment as well

Ask from the audience
We are looking for funding partners that want to  
contribute a grant of 200K AUD for the YWF South East  
Asia and the Pacific to take place in 2021

AntonellaVagliente, Young Water Solutions Director -
antonella@youngwatersolutions.org

YOUTH-LED WASH SOCIAL BUSINESSES INCUBATOR AND ACCELERATOR
Solution provided
Young Water Fellowship: a one-year  
incubation programme that offers training,  
mentorship and funding to 10 young  
entrepreneurs with innovative WASH start-up  
ideas in South East Asia and the Pacific

mailto:antonella@youngwatersolutions.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRyj8eIAR0k&list=PL7LhdHDgewyBV_094pgCTrVDgwZuf8Bfe&index=118&t=0s


Need addressed

Boosting the Adoption of 
Profitable Solutions to Protect the  
Environment

Ask from the audience

If you believe you have a profitable & sustainable
solution, apply to the Efficient Solutions Label

Victoria Smaniotto, Solar Impulse Foundation, Head of Outreach,  
victoria.smaniotto@solarimpulse.com

1000 EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS LABEL
Solution provided
Selecting #1000solutions that can protect the  
environment in a profitable way and bringing  
them to decision makers as practical tools to  
help them adopt more ambitious energy  
policies and environmental targets.

mailto:victoria.smaniotto@solarimpulse.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6HkYk3A4_E&list=PL7LhdHDgewyBV_094pgCTrVDgwZuf8Bfe&index=117&t=0s


INNOVATE 4 WATER TEAM

Andrew Best Lucía Gamarra Oksana Tkachenko

Nicolas Lorne Brieux Michoud Franck Barroso

INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrew-best-2210b31/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luc%C3%ADa-gamarra-91182b167/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/franck-barroso-0695094/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brieux-michoud/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolasdenislorne/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/oksana-tkachenko-a588a657/
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INNOVATE 4 WATER – Brisbane 2020
Australia’s contribution to strengthen water nexus sectors in the Asia-Pacific region




